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Round Table Conference 2017

“Responsible Waste Management – An Engineering Breakthrough.”
Waste is any substance which is discarded after

Being the guest of honor and the first speaker Mr. Ron

primary use. Municipal solid wastes are generated in

H. Slangen, senior urban development specialist of

large

and

Asia Development bank elaborated the topic of waste

environmental issues in Sri Lanka. Per capita waste

creating process and its access to urbanization. He

generation in the country ranges between 0.4-0.85 kg

stated that when countries industrialize more waste

whereas the total waste generation is estimated as

generates and developing countries in Asia solid waste

6400 tons/day and waste collection is only about 3740

removal is not functioning well where open dumping

tons/day. Therefore a proper waste management

has become a big problem. He also illustrated that the

process is necessary to be implemented in Sri Lanka in

character of waste scene in tropical countries are

order to protect the environment and the health of

different from other countries which are of more

the human beings.

organic and high moisture waste and for deciding a

quantities

creating

many

social

With the intention of providing a better insight to this
socio- environment issue with viable solutions round
table conference, 19th Annual Panel Discussion

organized by Electrical Engineering Society (EESoc) of
University of Moratuwa was on “Responsible Waste
Management – An Engineering Breakthrough.”. The

reliable treatment method knowing the quantity of
waste and the character of waste is important. The
major problem arising in these countries is the land

scarcities in urban areas. He also shared some of his
experiences on the international processors in getting
solution.

proceedings took place on the 13th of September

Continuing the discussion Dr. Prasad Kulatunga, chief

2017 at the Jasmine conference hall of BMICH,

technology officer and Executive director of fairway

Colombo. The Panel Discussion was held under the

waste management explained the lengths and the

auspices of the Hon. Patali Champika Ranawaka,

breaths of solution domain. He pointed out the fact

Cabinet

Western

that lack of landfills near Colombo district high cost in

Development in charge of building the Western Region

fairway landfills. He further explained the new

Megapolis plan who graced the occasion as the Chief

technologies used for waste treatment as either

Guest. The panel was consists of prominent scholars in

thermal treatment or biological treatment which are

the sector of waste management, environment

being used in developed countries like England.

Minister

of

Megapolis

and

preservation and energy sectors of Sri Lanka.
Dr. Narendra De Silva, the head of the engineering at
Lanka Electricity company held the responsibility of
moderating the panel discussion throughout the
session. Pointing out the wander of how a potato in a
plate at one moment, after 5 mints becomes a waste
and as engineers we still sees the energy value it holds
even after it becomes Dr. Narendra took the initiative

to the discussion.
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He also explained the changing nature of waste
composition and it is important to understand it in
order to provide a viable solution for the future waste
management. He also shared his knowledge of
Karadiyana waste management process which is
currently has worked into.
Dr. Mahesh Jayaweera who is a Senior lecturer of
Department of Civil engineering of University of
Moratuwa explained the institutionalization, legal
framework and basic design of waste management in
today Sri Lanka. He explained the nature of work done
by government institutions responsible for waste
management in Sri Lanka. In addition he illustrated the
present solutions in waste management in Sri Lanka.
He also pointed out the lack of coordination between
responsible entities which is a drawback to workout a
reliable solution to the problem.

substance can be biodegradable using microorganism.
And quantity and quality is important in the process.
He also commented that it is the responsibility of
citizen to collect biodegradable and recyclable waste
separately. Further excess between electricity tariff
and

waste

to

energy

was

also

explained.

Mr. Jayavilal Fernando, Director of Solid waste
management project of Ministry of Megapolis and
urban

development

explained

the

present

government contest in waste management. He
illustrated on projects like composting, landfills
outside Colombo area and others. He also commented
on governments plan on alternative to waste to
energy.
The round table conference 2017 rounded up after a
the awarding ceremony in appreciating the presence

of the panelists.
As the next speaker Mr. Harsha Wickramasinghe who
is the Deputy director general of Sri Lanka Sustainable
Energy Authority elaborated the concept waste to
energy. He pointed out that due to the high moisture
level in Sri Lanka extracting energy is difficult.
Prof. Ajith de Silva professor of Chemical and
Processor Engineering of University of Moratuwa
commented on the theoretical aspect that should be
look into when finding a better solution to waste

management. He reminded that for every biological
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EESoc Family Get Together

EESOC Family Get Together organized with the
intention of strengthening the bond within the
Electrical Engineering family was held on 11th October
2017 in the University ground premises. A number of
fun games which the undergraduates, graduates,
instructors & lecturers participated with a great
enthusiasm were held throughout the day. At the
registration, all the participants were set into 4 groups
according to the order they came. To start the day
with, a game “Hoop passing” was organized. Ten
members from each group participated & the group
which finished passing the hoop within the shortest
time got the victory.

all, a paper dancing game was held. Winning teams of
all the games were awarded with prizes at the end. At
last, a day of fun and enjoyment came to an end
making the bond within the EESOC family members
stronger.

Next was the “Pãththa Gamana” in which the
contestants’ legs were tied & a task to complete a
given distance as a group was given. Winning team
was the one which completed the distance within the
shortest time. A game “Passing a bangle” came up
next. In it, each participant had to hold a stick in the
mouth & a bangle was passed among the group
members with the aid of the stick. The game gave lot
of fun as touching the bangle was not allowed.
In between those fun games, a cricket match was
conducted. At about 12.30 pm , all the participants
were served with lunch. After the lunch break, the first
game was to burst a balloon by sitting on it. It was also
a game among the groups. Most interesting among all
the games came up next. It was “Pani Bambare” which
was done in groups. All the participants had to run a
distance, then keeping their heads on a stick &
complete 10 rounds keeping on it & return back. After

Upcoming Events

EESoc Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting for the year 2018 will be held on 1st
week of January 2018 at the University Premises. The appointment
of new board of officials for the year 2018 and the farewell of the
out going bard of officials will be happening at the event.
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“Sathsara Dahana” Annual Musical Night

“ Without music, life would be a mistake.” Adding
value to this famous saying by Friedrich Nietzsche, the
Annual Musical Night of the Electrical Engineering
Society was held at old gymnasium on 11th October
2017. Adding a fellow feeling to the busy day the
colorful musical night was brightened up with the
participation of Electrical Engineering undergraduates,
academic staff of Department of Electrical Engineering
and their family members.

The event was filled with calm and heart touching
songs. Event theme was based on a rural area and able
to bring us to a blissful environment by decorations
done by students of fellow batches. Sathsara Dahana
continued to entertain the audience presenting great
songs “Ra Ra Ra Bombiye” and “Boralu Anena Paya
Ridadawana” which were sung by Kasun and
Nadeesha respectively. That marked the start of the
wonderful night. Character of the night was turn to
another level by “Master Sir” by Himesh and Charith
the “Tharuka Pelen Eha” sung by Kanchana and
Pramudhi. Night became a bit tender with “Sihinayaki
Oba Mata” by Sandaru and Hasini.

performances. Audience couldn’t stay at their seats
for the songs, “Thun Sitha Dahan Gathawana” by
Janaka and Anuththara and “Ran Pokunata Dan” by
Thisara and Dilsha.
When things are interesting the time fly too fast. And
it was almost the end of the first session heading to
the dinner break. EESoc offered the dinner to all those
who gathered to Sathsara Dahaana with great
pleasure and the dinner was rich with our rural
culture. Specially the dinner served on the “Kanda”
tree leaves and the “Belimal” drink from a coconut
shell gave a unique feeing to the event.
Music to the Sathsara Dahana was produced by
very talented band and they are almost all from the
from the EESoc undergraduates. Event wasn’t not only
inherent with singing. Short Dramas filled the
audience with laughter. The second chapter of the
Sathsara Dahana was almost captured by their
performances.It was the best ending for the evening
by Dimithra with the great song “Dawasak Pela Nethi
Hene”.
Sathsra Dahana the musical night by the EESoc
was a wonderful night and also perfect ending for the
EESoc Family Get Together. EESoc gives the heartful
thanks to all those people from the other
departments who helped on the event and thank all
the people helped in various ways to make the event a
success.

Undergraduates gave the initiative by their wonderful
songs then the time was to see the talents of the
Academic staff. The couple of songs performed by the
Academic staff were able to bringing more color to the
event. Prof. Sisil Kumarawadu, Prof. J.P. Karunadasa,
Dr. Thushara Damayanthi and Dr. Lidula Nilakshi
entertained the audience by delivering wonderful
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Electrical Engineering Society
Stay synchronized to the EESoc Members Grid
Dear EESoc Members,
“EESoc Members Grid”, is the group initiated to keep you updated
about the steps of EESoc as we move forward. This group will
be used to share important updates about the ordinary
and special events of EESoc.

EESoc Board of Office
Bearers - 2017
Patrons
Prof. S. Kurunarathne
Prof. J.R. Lucas
Prof. H.Y.R. Perera
Prof. N.K Wickramarachchi

http://groups.google.com/group/eesoc-members-grid

We sincerely invite you to join the
“EESoc Members Grid”.

President
Dr. D.P. Chandima

For quick updates, register with twitter.
Type “follow @eesoc_uom”,
send to 40404.

Senior Treasurer
Dr. Rasara Samarasinghe

Vice presidents
Mr. J.T.W.E. Liyanage
Mr. G.S.S. Gamage

Secretary
Mr. S.K.Akmeemana

Assistant Secretary
Mr. W.A.S.S. Wickramaarachchi

Junior Treasurer
Mr. K.A.R.R. Perera

Social Secretary
Mr. I.M.K.R. Gunawardana
Panel of Editors

Senior Editor
Miss. P.H.D.A.N. Wijesinghe
anuruddhinw@gmail.com

Madara Polgampola
Thilini Wasunadara
Romesh De Silva

Junior Editor

Anuruddhi Nilusha

Mr. R. Sathyananda

Rukshan Sathyananda

basnayake.bmss@gmail.com
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